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A new way to look at fraud protection that’s
easy for you and your customers, but hard on fraudsters
Fraud negatively impacts all parts of your company. It results in painful financial losses.
Traumatic experiences for victims. Additional services and processes that must be
maintained.
Not fully understanding fraud and how to combat it creates inefficiencies within your wider
business. Managing the multiple systems, processes and teams to fight this menace can
be challenging. But Sensa empowers you and your organization to re-shape the way you
think about and act against fraud.

Holistic fraud overview
Fraud controls are mounted over time across ever-changing industry innovation and
regulation. Knowing when, where and how to update those controls is complicated and
time consuming. But our approach is flexible and allows for the SymphonyAI
SensaFraud™ platform to either sit alongside or replace existing controls.
We make it easy to refine your existing strategies across all fraud systems and data
streams using the SensaFraud Protection Console:

Strategy optimization:
Refine legacy rules and controls based on
explainable AI.

New strategy insights:
Dynamically create optimized new
controls based on existing data and
scoring to target gaps in your risk
assessment processes.

Figure 1: Fraud typologies shift over time — forming a comprehensive
view of risk allows for a tailored set of controls that prevents silos or
gaps from occurring within your business.

We understand that every organization
is unique and that a one-size-fits-all solution does not work. The SensaFraud Protection
Console enables your fraud and wider financial crime risk appetite to be understood,
controlled and evolve based on your business and the challenges that criminals throw at it.
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We’ll look at some practical scenarios — using strategy optimization and new strategy
insights — putting SymphonyAI Sensa into the customer mix. Business teams and leaders
will benefit from reduced friction, automated decision making and reduced operational
costs.

Strategy optimization
Fraud strategy and analytics teams need clear insights driven by explainable AI — allowing
quick tweaks, such as refining an amount threshold on a rule, and wholesale business
decisions to be made efficiently and consistently. Legacy rules and processes serve a
purpose but need to be assessed over time for efficiency and effectiveness, giving fraud
teams the most up-to-date controls and results. For example:

Before
When Sanjay applies for a new credit card, the
process appears to take 5 minutes online, but
existing data verification checks mean his
application is referred to the underwriters. The
underwriters do not have access to all of the data to
check information, so they send a letter asking for
proof of certain information — friction within the
customer journey. James does not respond and
abandons the credit card application.

Amanda, the Application Fraud Manager,
must balance her controls between legacy
rules and new processes to stop emerging
fraud attacks, and it is not easy to manage across
more than one system. Often, old rules cannot just
be turned off, and overtime is frequently needed
to work the referred alerts.

After

Customer
experience

Strategy and
operations

Overtime is a double-edged sword; it
adds additional cost and increases the
demands on staff, which can lead to a poorer worklife balance.

Maria, the Head of Fraud, is always having to
manage data costs. Calling out to more than
one third-party data service on all applications is
expensive and uses a significant portion of the
annual budget.

Data
services

Having streamlined the data verification checks
required, using optimized scoring to dynamically
call out for data, and only add friction by exception
— the controls now automatically confirm the risk
associated with Sanjay is low, and so his application
is accepted without referral to underwriters. Sanjay
had a seamless and very easy application process.

Amanda has a full strategy overview across more
than one decisioning system and third-party data
sources. She has made several refinements to her
controls to reduce false positives and optimize
the data calls she is making. Decisions previously
requiring an underwriter have been automated,
and the number of referrals has been significantly
decreased because of this. Underwriters are a
skilled and busy team; the reduction in workload
allows for more balanced work, training and process
improvement.

Maria has seen the data usage within application
fraud significantly reduce. The value seen has
allowed budget to be freed up to run a trial on a
new digital ID tool, as supporting innovative new
approaches is a key responsibility of her role.
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New strategy insights
Fraudsters and criminal gangs evolve,
systematically testing and refining new
approaches. Their evolution results in growing
bank inefficiency as static systems become
less effective, while not becoming any less
expensive.
Changes to business processes, products,
regulations, acquisitions and source data can
Figure 2: A system that allows one or many data sources to
undermine the work performed in strategy
be integrated flexibly over time ensures that you can adapt
optimization every day. Discovering anomalies,
in line with business needs utilizing SymphonyAI Sensa’s
holistic analytics and decisioning capabilities.
navigating networks or triggering a rule
threshold can still fail to uncover all the crime for which you may be held responsible.
Because SensaFraud analyzes customer activities, logins, transactions, applications and
more as they occur, it automatically captures customers’ unique behaviors and alerts
against changes in behavior over time, as well as new patterns of potential risk.

Proactive controls
SensaFraud’s advanced investigations interface is built to reveal detailed customer insights
utilizing proactive analytics. Deep-dive investigations are an essential part of any fraud
operation. However, this can be intensely manual and time consuming. The SensaFraud
platform transforms the way investigations are conducted.
• Find suspects within fraud rings quickly: Networks of connected individuals, businesses,
and third parties are presented based on risk.
• Proactively spot new fraud patterns: Pre-aggregated summary information to spot patterns
in large volumes of information are automatically generated.
• Fits easily into existing ways of working: Direct integration with enterprise case
management or stand-alone investigator capabilities allows for efficient and flexible use.

Human-understandable AI insights are presented in a way that assures value to your entire
organization. Your strategy, analytics and investigation teams and processes evolve in step
with your organization.
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Back to some practical examples…
Our approach reduces employee time and effort, empowering your business teams to
more effectively stop fraud and protect customers.

Before
When attempting to log on to his online banking,
Sanjay found he had been locked out after trying
to pay two new beneficiaries. The rules put in place
to combat the mule networks had been rushed in
as the activity had spread within his bank before
a detailed investigation could have occurred.
This meant he had been caught up in the fraud
protection strategy.

It was stressful having to work under tight
timelines. Amanda had received some intelligence
from another bank that criminal gangs were
abusing card payments and balance transfers.
A third-party managed the cards system, and
getting her analytics team to search the database
for patterns reactively had found 100s of potential
cases, many of which, after hours of review,
turned out to be noise.

The investigations team has to search third-party
data providers’ web portals manually. Further work
is then needed to understand how the information
ties back to the activity they see within the bank’s
main systems and fraud platform. The costs and
time taken to do this create enormous pressure on
Maria to cut back on her other projects.

After
Customer
experience

Strategy and
operations

Data
services

New online banking strategies can be designed
proactively using scoring based on emerging
patterns of activity. The insights delivered from
exploring new fraud trends as they evolve assures
an optimized and well-understood set of controls are
in place, minimizing customer friction. Sanjay can
use online banking seamlessly, even when setting
up new payments.

Card data from the external systems are now easily
integrated and updated daily into the SymphonyAI
SensaFraud platform. This allows for holistic
monitoring across all customer payments and activity,
whether the systems are internal or external to the
bank. This means the new risk activity alerts provide a
full picture to investigators proactively, so a handful
of alerts can be reviewed with a minimal number of
manual steps to keep fraud attacks from escalating.

Utilizing the flexible data approach within the
SymphonyAI SensaFraud platform, the existing
data services and new exploratory projects can be
coordinated within one system. This means the
manual investigation triage process can be handled
in an automated fashion, thereby reducing time,
integration costs and investigation complexity.
Maria can easily manage her budget and support the
business in new data initiatives.

Summary
Built for cloud and scalability
Beyond analytics and investigation capabilities, our cloud-agnostic approach is
underpinned by utilizing the latest deployment tools and technologies to ensure the
platform has:
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• A secure-by-design infrastructure.
• Event streaming and batch processing capabilities.
• A low-cost technology footprint.
• Quick and simple deployment approach.
• The ability to dynamically scale with your business needs.
• Cloud or on-premise support.

This is essential to deliver peace of mind to your IT and info-sec teams and evolve
technology demands in sync with your fraud controls.

High risk link — last
15 days
Different name
Different address

Active associations
Customer: 2

Kristina
Kale

Tony
Donner

437-123-4544

Low fraud risk

David
Cane

Acct: 0343

Toby
Rouge

DEL2T938201XF

Arooba
North

Moderate fraud risk
High fraud risk
Fraud victim

Figure 3: Application fraud networks like the one above, where connections between mobile phone, device activity and loan payouts are seamlessly
tied together, are underpinned by the latest analytics and technology components to ensure your company remains on the front foot against fraud.
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Value of this approach:
Bring your fraud protection strategy out of the past and into the AI-led future for the
most up-to-date operations and industry leading results.
The impact is transformative and leads to reduced fraud losses, criminal activity being
uncovered months earlier and material time and operations cost savings.
Our approach helps combat fraud across retail, SME and corporate business lines
from applications to ongoing monitoring across all channels: online, mobile, telephone
and branch.

Increased risk detection

120%

Reduce fraud losses

Speed-to-risk detection

40%

Proactive control of fraud attacks

Reduction of false positives

60%

Join our team of experts to guide you through the journey of frictionless fraud protection.

Save time and reduce costs

Figure 4: Proven financial crime prevention and detection performance improvements.
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About SymphonyAI Sensa
SymphonyAI Sensa provides unsurpassed crime detection services to financial
institutions worldwide. Powered by a proprietary combination of advanced AI and
machine learning, Sensa discovers criminal activity routinely unseen by other detection
systems. Customers have achieved up to an 81x risk-to-alert ratio improvement, 263%
increase in SARs and as much as a 77% reduction in false positives. Coupled with
predictive insights, operational efficiencies are gained by identifying genuine anomalies
from the customers’ current data set. Sensa is user-friendly and delivers fully explainable
results to satisfy regulators. Learn more at symphonysensa.com, LinkedIn or Twitter.

About SymphonyAI
SymphonyAI is building the leading enterprise AI SaaS company for digital transformation
across the most critical and resilient growth industries, including retail, consumer
packaged goods, finance, manufacturing, media, IT/enterprise service management, and
the public sector. SymphonyAI has many leading enterprise customers in each of these
industries. Since its founding in 2017, SymphonyAI has grown rapidly, thanks to the work
of 2,000 talented leaders, data scientists, and other professionals. SymphonyAI is a
SAIGroup company, backed by a $1 billion commitment from successful entrepreneur
and philanthropist Dr. Romesh Wadhwani.

+1 650.704.3395 | symphonysensa.com
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